Tin Lanterns

Revere Tin Lanterns .................. #Lantern-R-( S, M, or L )-T
Our Paul Revere style pierced lantern in tin, almost have a pewter appearance. Piercing designs are copies of original patterns.
The door opens wide to emit more light when indoors, in a tent, or in calm winds. Ideal for Revolutionary War reenactments. We also offer these lanterns in brass or copper, on our web site.
Our smallest pierced tin lantern is 11” high, 4” diameter.
#Lantern-RS-T Revere lantern, small, tin only $31.99
Our medium pierced tin lantern is 13-3/4” high, 4-3/4” diameter.
#Lantern-RM-T Revere lantern, medium, tin only $33.99
Our largest pierced tin lantern in 15-3/4” high, 5-1/4” diameter.
#Lantern-RL-T Revere lantern, large, tin only $35.99

Square Tin Lantern .............................. #Lantern-SG
Made of heavy tin with an antique pewter finish. It stands 16” high and is 5-1/4” diameter. Glass on all four sides. Panels lift straight out for easy replacement of a single candle.
#Lantern-SG lantern, square, with glass only $43.50

Pierced Tin Ship’s Lantern .................. #Lantern-PST or PLT
Heavy tin, 14-1/4” high, 5-1/2” diameter, with a glass front that makes this our brightest tin lantern. Back brackets allow easy wall mounting.
#Lantern-PST ship’s lantern, tin only $40.50
Larger, heavy tin 17-1/2 x 7-1/2” diameter with glass front and holds two candles. Glass lifts out to give access to the candles. It also comes with back brackets to allow easy wall mounting.
#Lantern-PLT ship’s lantern, large, tin only $48.00

Tin Hurricane Candle Lamp .................. #Lamp-Tin-H
Made of heavy tin with an antique pewter finish. It stands 9” high and is 8” diameter. The drip pan has a “pie crust” crimped edge and loop handle, allowing it to be carried by hand. Hurricane shaped glass chimney included. Buy a pair, order two!
#Lamp-Tin-H hurricane lamp, with glass, tin only $23.99

Trekker’s Lantern ......................... #Lantern-T-(B or C)
These small lanterns measures 4-1/8” tall with a 1-5/8” diameter base. The two oval steel rings act has handles and give the lantern added stability when placed on a flat surface. The rings fold along the back side of the lantern for convenient storage. Available in brass or copper.
#Lantern-T-B trekker’s lantern, brass only $15.99
#Lantern-T-C trekker’s lantern, copper only $15.99

Tin Cups

Primitive Tin Cups & Mugs:
Polished bright, these tinned cups and mugs have smooth rolled edges. The tinplate finish becomes dull gray with daily use. These were in constant use before the French & Indian War, the American Revolutionary War, the Civil War, and well after the Indian War.
#Tin-Cup tin cup, 12 ounce only $4.80
#Tin-Mug tin mug, 32 ounce only $7.50